At present, stereo video sequences are actively used in the movie industry, in geographical information systems, and in navigation systems, among others. A novel method improves the frames interpolation by forming an invariant set of local motion vectors. First, the motion in a scene is estimated by block-matching algorithm. Second, accurate estimations by using Hu moments (for a noisy video sequence Zernike moments) are calculated. Such approach provides smooth motion that significantly improves the resulting stereo video sequence. Experimental results show the efficiency of frames interpolation based on such approach. The detection of local motion vectors achieves 86 % accuracy.
Introduction
The basis of stereo shooting is a preparation of two similar, but not identical video sequences which are received from two survey points relatively an object. In ideal case, the axes of video cameras and objective lens systems ought to be calibrated. A stereo video sequence is formed by overlapping of two video sequences which are received from left ant right video cameras. Then the resulting stereo video sequence may be transformed for required device: an anaglyph, a linear polarization system, a locked liquid crystal display, etc. At present, a stereo shooting received by the home video cameras is possible in an automated mode through understanding that video sequences will be manually synchronized because of a non-synchronous start of shooting and different access time to data storages and writing devices. The development of spatio-temporal correction of stereo video sequences permits to solve these problems. A video sequence correction based on a frequency frames transformation is the popular approach for interpolation of missing frames. Such approach requires the accurate motion estimations in a scene that may be realized by the usage of the moment theory.
The first application of geometric moments (or regular moments) was introduced by Hu [1] as a mean of invariant visual pattern recognition. Moment functions transform 2D function describing an image into a feature space with representing the certain shape characteristics by the transformed coefficients. Moment functions are categorized into two main groups depending of their definition into a polynomial subspace: Cartesian space and polar coordinate space. Geometric, Legendre, and some others moments are concerned to the first group and have a difficulty with a calculation of rotational invariants. Zernike, pseudo-Zernike, and affine moments are involved in the second group. All kinds of moments are not well suitable for image stretching or compression if parameters of such transformation do not know.
The different methods of motion estimation were investigated. The experimental results show that the most appropriative approach is based on a two-stage method. First, the preliminary regions with any motion are found by fast and approximate Block-Matching Algorithm (BMA). Second, an accurate motion in detected moving regions is determined by usage the invariant moments. The calculation of any moments is a high computer cost procedure. However the processes of correction and interpolation do not concern to the real-tine applications. Also the usage of pseudo-Zernike moments instead of Zernike moments reduces a calculation cost.
This paper is organized as follows. A brief description of various applications of moments in a digital image analysis is situated in Section 2. The problem statement is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes a background model building. In Section 5, the proposed two-stage method of motion estimations based on BMA and invariants moments is presented. The task of frame interpolation is provided by Section 6. Experimental results by using test video sequences are situated in Section 7. Conclusions are located in Section 8.
Related Work
The motion estimation requires the high computational resources. Therefore various algorithms reducing computation complexity were developed. Usually existing methods of frames interpolation use the modified BMA for various types of motion. For slow motion estimation into rarely changeable regions, a frame recalculation with quarter-pixel accuracy can be applied. Sometimes methods of motion estimation are based on the calculation of wavelet coefficients in each frequency sub-range. Revaud et al. [2] proposed the method of a global motion compensation for frames interpolation. This method processed a fast motion of determined type (rotation, zoom-in, and zoom-out relative to video camera). However a sensitivity of local objects motion may be lost that causes an interrupted motion into a scene.
Various types of BMA were in detail represented by Favorskaya [3] . BMA is divided in two main groups: with fixed sizes of blocks and with variable sizes of blocks. In the first case, a frame is partitioned on nonoverlapping blocks with fixed sizes. The best algorithm is the algorithm of full search which requires the high computational cost. In recent standards of video coding (H.264/AVC), methods of motion estimation with variable sizes of blocks (the second case) are used for more qualitative and efficient coding. However such methods are more complex in the algorithmic realization. The hierarchical structure of block sizes is used in the standard H.264/AVC. Each macro-block with sizes 16 16 pixels is divided into blocks 16 8, 8 16 , or 8 8 pixels. On following hierarchical level, a macro-block with sizes 8 8 pixels are subdivided on blocks 8 4, 4 8, or 4 4 pixels. Blocks with large sizes are applied for homogeneous regions with a slow motion, and blocks with small sizes are oriented on regions with a fast motion. In methods with variable sizes of blocks, the motion search is executed for each from 41 sub-blocks; after that the optimal motion vector and the optimal block size are determined.
The standard H.264/AVC provides several methods of motion estimations with variable sizes of blocks, including Full Search (FS), Fast Full Search (FFS), and a non-symmetrical crossed search by hexagon (UMHexagonS). Motion estimations in FS are executed for each of 41 sub-blocks independently. FFS reduces computational cost relatively to FS by calculation the sums of absolute differences of pixels for blocks 4 4 pixels and for large sizes blocks by summation of sub-blocks with small sizes. The non-symmetrical crossed search by hexagon requires a prediction of initial point of search, early search termination, and several search patterns for fast motion search.
However the accurate motion estimations into a scene need in more exact methods. Methods based on various types of moments are well suitable for frames interpolation. The typical applications of moments in image analysis theory connect with various tasks. Chen et al. [4] proposed to use the quaternion Zernike moments and their invariants for color image analysis and object recognition. The recognition of blurred image by Legendre moment invariants was investigated by Zhang et al. [5] . The application of Zernike phase-based descriptor for image representation and matching was proposed by Chen and Sun [6] . Yang and Pei [7] designed a fast algorithm of sub-pixel edge detection based on Zernike moments. Hu moment invariants for image scaling and rotation were analyzed by Huang and Leng [8] . Sanjeev et al. [9] applied Zernike moments for affine global motion estimations in a task of digital image stabilization. Shutler and Nixon [10] received the moving features for sequence-based description by usage Zernike velocity moments. The geometric transform of invariant texture analysis based on the modified Zernike moments was developed by Vyas and Rege [11] . Frejlichowski [12] analyzed objects shapes based on Zernike moments. Application of pseudo-Zernike moments was proposed by Yang and Guo [13] . Zhang et al. [14] designed the approach based on Legendre moment invariants for image watermarking. The complex Zernike moment features for face recognition were proposed by Chandan et al. [15] . A methodology of content based image retrieval using the exact Legendre moments was developed by Rao et al. [16] .
Some investigations are connected with a fast computation of geometric and Zernike moments. Methods of fast computation of geometric moments using a symmetric kernel and discrete orthogonal image moments were developed by Wee et al. [17] and Papakostas and Koulouriotis [18] . Boveiri [19] proposed a pattern classification using the statistical pseudo Zernike moments. Current researches presenting in this paper connect with the accurate motion estimations from frame to frame by usage Hu and Zernike moments into the predetermined motion regions.
Problem Statement
For effective frames interpolation in stereovision, it is required to receive the exact motion estimations into sequential frames. Classification of motion types and tracking of dynamic objects trajectories based on such exact estimations permit to realize a qualitative frames interpolation. The proposed method for motion estimation is based on two-stage procedure. On the first preliminary stage, BMA is applied. The improved estimations based on Hu moments are received during the second final stage when local vectors in moving regions are determined. For noisy video sequences, the application of Zernike moments shows the better results. Noises, camera jitters, object rotations are essential problems for motion estimation. The development of motion estimation method which is invariant to specified issues is an actual task.
Let us suppose that two video sequences were received from left V } between adjacent frames {I t , I t+1 }, {I t+1 , I t+2 },…, {I t+d-1 , I t+d }of initial left video sequence ought to be found. Then such procedure is applied to right video sequence. Such frames interpolation needs in the building of background scene model, the application of motion estimation method, and the generation of required number of interpolated frames (usually from 2 up to 5 interpolated frames).
Background Model Building
The approaches as a background subtraction model, the probability methods, and the methods of time differences may be successfully used for a background model building. They have different complexity, computer cost, and functionality. A hybrid method based on probability and time differences show the good experimental results in fast changeable scenes.
For scene with shadows and slow changeable brightness, a background subtraction model jointly with color information was used. Let us suppose that a camera noise into three color channels has a normal distribution with noise dispersions (2) Let R x,y , G x,y , and B x,y are the values of RGB components for a pixel with coordinates (x, y). It is consider that a current pixel owns to a foreground if any of three inequalities is satisfied:
If anyone inequality from Eq. 3 is not fulfilled then a pixel owns to background. Also Eqs. (1) -(3) permit to estimate a noisiness of video sequence.
Two-stage Method of Motion Estimation
When a background model is built, the motions in a scene can be estimated. For this purpose, the approach of approximate detection of moving regions by usage BMA (Section 5.1) and accurate motion estimation based on Hu and Zernike moments (Section 5.2) were used.
Block-matching motion estimation
The preliminary motion estimation permits to detect not only the moving regions but also to determine a type of motion into sequential frames of initial video sequence. A calculation of local motion vectors by BMA with fixed size of block is implemented by the following schema:
A current frame I t (x, y) and a following frame I t+1 (x, y) are divided into equaled blocks B c (x, y) and R f (x, y) with sizes s_block s_block. For a current frame, a sum S of intensity values of each pixel in the selected block B c (x, y) is computed.
In a following frame I t+1 (x, y), the adjacent blocks (diagonal, vertical, and horizontal) with a displacement on value shift relatively a current block B c (x, y) are pointed. Then sums S n , n {0, 1, …, 8} of intensity values of each pixel in adjacent blocks are calculated. Sums S n , n {0, 1, …, 8} are compared alternately with sum S of block B c (x, y) by function based on SSD (Sum of Squared Differences) metric by Eq. 4. 
The block with a minimal error value indicates a direction of motion vector for block B c (x, y) in a following frame. Such approach is not robust to displacement, rotation, and scaling of object. However it permits to detect the moving regions which will be analyzed by more exact methods.
From all affine transformations, displacements and rotations are actual for interpolation task; a sharp scaling is practically absent in two adjacent frames. Thereby a motion classification includes only two types of motion -a translation and/or a rotation. By usage BMA, the local motion vectors are built from frame to frame, then directions of these vectors are analyzed, and a motion type is determined by a voting method. If a motion type is known then the objects trajectories are tracked on a stage of resulting motion estimation.
Accurate motion estimation based on Hu and Zernike moments
The accurate motion estimation is a complex stage based on the usage of Hu moments or Zernike moments. If a video sequence is a noisy sequence then Zernike moments are used. The tracking of objects trajectories, which were determined on the preliminary stage, reduces a computational cost of interpolation task.
If an image describing by 2D discrete intensity function I(x, y) with non-zero values in the finite part of XOY plane then the geometrical moments of all orders (p + q) are presented by Eq. 5 [1] , where M and N are the image dimensions. 
Eq. 6 provides a calculation of geometrical central moments of order (p + q), where x and y are the gravity center coordinates of object image which are invariant to translations and determined by Eq. 7. 
The 
During experiments, a motion was estimated by usage of all 7 invariant Hu moments (Eq. 9) for a block B c (x, y) in a current frame I t , and for 9 blocks R f (x, y) in a following frame I t+1 which had a displacement value shift in diagonals, vertical, and horizontal directions (8 adjacent blocks and 1 central block). A similarity metric is based on the Euclid distance providing by Eq. 10, where B c denotes a block B c (x, y) in a current frame I t , R f denotes a block R f (x, y) in a following frame I t+1 . 
If M(B c , R f ) value is less then the blocks in two adjacent frames are more similar. Eq. 11 determines the direction of motion vector as minimum from 9 correspondences calculating by Eq. 10. Zernike moments are coefficients mapping of initial function on a basis of radial polynomials. Property of a polynomial orthogonality of Zernike moments promotes essentially a restoration process of the initial image in comparison with a restoration process based on Hu moments. A set of Zernike polynomials {V nm (x, y)} which are determined in inner area of a unit circumference x 2 + y 2 = 1 may be written by Eq. 12, where n is an order of polynomial (n 0), m is a polynomial frequency which ought to satisfy following conditions: n -|m| is an even number and |m| ≤ n, ρ is a distance from a center of a unit circumference to pixel with coordinates (x, y), θ is an angle between a motion vector and OX axis in anticlockwise direction, R nm (ρ) are radial polynomials. The normalized Zernike moments {Z nm } with n order and m frequency for discrete image I(x, y) are calculated by Eq. 13. (13) The 9 Zernike moments with various order and frequency of radial polynomial for each compared block R 00 (ρ), R 11 (ρ), R 20 (ρ), R 22 (ρ), R 31 (ρ), R 33 (ρ), R 40 (ρ), R 42 (ρ), and R 44 (ρ) were analyzed during experiments. The block matching, the detection of the most similar block, and the motion vector direction were accomplished by using Eqs. 10 -11.
The moment's amplitudes are invariant to rotation. The robustness to transitions and scaling is achieved by normalization. Zernike moments are more robust for a noise as it was shown by Sanjeev et al. in research [9] . Thereby it is better to use Zernike moments for the noisy video sequences analysis. Let us notice that a motion type is determined on a preliminary stage. Therefore it is not needed to calculate all 9 matching of blocks (Eq. 10) when a motion direction is known.
Frames Interpolation
Let d is a number of interpolated frames which will be added between frames I t and I t+1 (usually the parameter d is chosen from 2 up to 5). The procedure includes the analysis of each pixel С B from block B c (x, y) in a current frame I t and each pixel С R from block R f (x, y) in a following frame I t+1 . Previously, the color RGB (14) Parameter k d is calculated by Eq. 15 and changed into interval k d [0…1] that provides a smooth displacement of color components for each interpolated frame.
Such procedure repeats until all blocks will not be interpolated. Thereby d interpolated frames between I t and I t+1 frames of original video sequence will be received.
Experimental Researches
For a motion estimation of moving objects, two test video sequences were used: a video sequence "Coastguard" [20] and a video sequence "Horse" from a test set of stereo video sequences [21] . Several frames from these test video sequences are situated in Figs. 1 and 2 . Video sequence "Coastguard" includes the object with translation motion along OX and OY axes with different speed and a rotation motion is absent. Video sequence "Horse" represents the object with translation and rotation motions along OX and OY axes with different speed and angle rotation (from 5 to 90 ). The tests were executed on PC with computer speed 15 Gflops. The software tool was development on language C++. A moving object was inscribed into a rectangle with sizes 44 × 44 pixels. By using the designed software tool, the sample local motion vectors were calculated.
During investigations, the following parameters were considered: block sizes 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16 pixels; values of displacement as all of block pixels, half of block pixels, and 1 pixel; and various speeds of objects. The 8 directions of error motion vectors relatively the sample vectors were analyzed. If these differences had been increased then amplitudes of error motion vectors were multiplied by the increasing coefficient
[0…2] with step 0.5 (0 means the accurate direction and 2 means the error direction). Then total errors are summed for each frame. Maximums of error motion vectors are situated in Table 1 . 
It is show from Table 1 that Hu moments give a maximum number of error motion vectors, Zernike moments provide a minimum number error motion vectors.
The motion vectors estimations for test video sequences "Сoastguard" and "Horse" with various speed values and type of motion are situated in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Experimental results representing in Tables 2 and 3 show that motion estimation based on Hu moments is a non-accurate procudure for a rotation motion but it is faster then motion estimation based on Zernike moments. If a rotation is absent then BMA is a more appropriative method. The motion vectors become more accurate vectors if a slow motion and large block sizes occur in a video sequence.
Conclusion
The correction of left and right video sequences is based on a transformation of frequency frames. The investigations demonstrate the necessity of developed methods for accurate motion estimations in complex scenes. A two-stage method of motion estimations based on BMA and Hu or Zernike invariant moments was proposed. As a result, the invariance to transitions and rotations of motion vectors set is achieved. The local motion vectors predict the smooth displacements of color components for each pixel into interpolated frames.
The analysis of test video sequences show that Zernike moments are the most accurate method for object rotation (86 % accuracy). A method based on Hu moments is a robust approach for object rotation in comparison to BMA. Hu moments provide a less accuracy of detected motion vectors as compared with Zernike moments. Computation costs of all test video sequences are equaled because the algorithm analyzes the blocks with the same sizes. In future, an adaptive algorithm for blocks with variable sizes will be designed. Also the usage of pseudo Zernike moments will decrease a computational cost of the developed algorithm.
